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I. INTRODUCTION
A. Need for Millimeter Wave Maser Amplifier
Receiver noise
A radio frequency (r.f.) receiver accepts radiation from the
terminals of an antenna and amplifies this radiation to a level
where it can easily be detected and presented in an audio or
visual fashion. intrinsic in this process is the addition of
unwanted broadband radiation (radio noise) originating in the
reeiver itself.
In radio astronomy, the observed radio signals, with few
exceptions, consist entirely of noise. This observed noise cannot
readily be differentiated from the noise generated in the receiv-
ing system itself.
The amount of receiver noise internally generated can be
measured quantitatively and is indicated by the receiver noise
figure or noise factor. However, before the noise figure is
defined it is necessary to define noise temperature, T.
if an electrical. resistance is placed in an oven at tem-
perature T, then the total available noise power P, measured
W2
P a kTB
where
k - Boltzmann's constant
B = frequency bandwidth of the measurement.
4	
This is the well known Nyquest or Johnson noise theorem. Equation
(1) can be generalized so that the noise power output, Pn , of any
device defines an effective noise temperature T e , where
P =k 	 B.
n	 e
	 (2)
If the input terminals of a receiver are terminated in a
matched impedance at a temperature TQ , then the noise power avail-
able at the output of the receiver is defined to be(1)
Pn E F G k To B, (3)
where
G is the gain of the receiver and
F is the noise factor of the i^nceiver.
The portion of this power due to the noise arising at the input
termination from equation (1) is G k To B.	 Thus, the noise
k
power originating in the receiver itself is
..	 .: rya
I ,... - T:.	 -	 -	
W
	 W
4
•	 3l
Pr w (F - 1) G k To B .	 (4)
This is actually the defining equation for the noise factor F. In
equation (g), To usually is taken to be 290 0K.. F is then a measure of
the amount of noise contributed by the receiver. Two commonly used
terms related to F are:
receiver noise figure 	 F(db) = 10 log o F	 (5)
receiver effective noise
temperature.	 Tr	 (F - 1) To	 (6)
Tr 
is used more often when referring to low noise receivers with
(Tr < 3000K)
Receiver sensitivi y
The noise figure F(db) is not a direct measure of the useful-
ness of a receiver in any particular application. A better criterion
is that of minimum detectable temperature 
AT
min It can be shown
from information theory that (2)
Tant + (F 1) To
AT
ini n	 '	 (6' )
r
k
where 
Tant 
is the effective antenna temperature of the observed radio
source, T is the output integration time of the receiver, and F and B
rt
3i
are the noise factor and bandwidth as defined previously. It can be
seen that a low noise receiver ((F - 1) T
	 100°K) is not necessary'
in a solar observation where the antenna temperature may exceed
6,000 °K,
 for example. On the other hand, a weak radio source may
have T
ant 1 0K where  it is desirable to minimize F. 	 ;l€
.y . ^r +-aa-,. .^.,-F rw..-r_,.r.. "- .aerc.A.^wrY+Y(rTir . `^rw+yyrwy.y.y:..(^- .y '^	 .,1
4Tant may include radiation other than that from the source.
Side and knack lobes may pick up ground radiation, and at both
very high and low frequencies the earth's atmosphere becomes lossy.
The low frequency attenuation is due to the ionosphere. The
microwave attenuation is due to rotational, and vibrational spectra
of oxygen and water vapor. A lossy atmosphere not only attenuates
the source signal but also reradiates thermal noise. An additional
source of low frequency radiation is the galactic background.
Fortunately, there are "atmospheric windows" in the millimeter
region of the radio spectrum. The 36 GHz atmospheric window can
have pis little as 0.5 db loss and thus contribute less than
30 0K to antenna temperature.
Low noise receivers
Tha most common type of radio frequency receiver is the
superheterodyne with crystal mixing. The point contact diodes
used for mixing are the major noise contributor in these receivers
when used at microwave or higher frequencies. The noise is
generated primarily by the shot effect from the unavoidable
d.c. current through the crystal.
Another type of low noise microwave receiver uses a
	
a
parametric amplifier where the mixing is done in a variable
o	 5
to produce Johnson noise. The inherent low noise properties of
parametric amplifiers are partially offset by the fact that being
single port devices they require a circulator in the input. The
circulator has a resistive component which attenuates the input
signal and introduces noise.
A maser amplifier does not depend on mixing at all. In a
maser, the signal gains energy by stimulated emission in-some
paramagnetic ion. Since a maser usually operates at liquid
helium temperatures, any resistance in the amplifier can contribute
a maximum of 4.2°K to receiver noise. The first masers were single
port, cavity type which required a circulator, as with a parametric
amplifier. However, the traveling wave maser is a two port device,
requires no circulator and is completely cooled to liquid helium
temperatures. The only noise contribution above 4,2 °K comes from
the anteriia and input wavegu,idf which are present in any system.
B.	 Outline of Research Program
The object of this research project was to develop a low
noise traveling wave maser radiometer for use in radio astronomy
at a frequency of 36 GHz.
The first step of the program was to make a theoretical
v
analysis of a 36 GHz traveling wave maser, making use of data from
other maser amplifiers and electron Y'p	 paramagnetic resonance (EPR)
S
z
6experiments. This analysis was undertaken to produce an optimum
design, considering intended use, paramagnetic materials avail-
able, energy levels, magnetic field and practical problems of
construction.
The second part of the program was the construction of a
prototype maser for the determ4 "nation of energy levels, gain
per unit length of slow wave structure, bandwidth nonreciprocity,
etc. operation (or nonoperation) of the prototype would indicate
deviations from the theoretical analysis which could then be
corrected in the final maser amplifier.
Other millimeter maser projects are listed in the ref-
erences. (11,12,13,14,15,16)
II. THE MASER--Theory of operation
Elementary consideration
In a traveling wave maser radiometer (Figure 1) the r.f'.
signal power travels from the antenna down some type of trans-
mission line to the slow wave structure where the signal inter-
acts with a group of paramagnetic ions, gains energy at the
expense of pump pov ysr, and emerges on the output transmission
t.
line. The amplified .signal is then processed in a conventional
mann pr : i .P_ - by ani nu i ni-n a cuntzrhtzf-Prnr1vnt= rPnrzi var _
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The manner in which the r.f. signal and pump power interact with
the paramagnetic ions to amplify the signal is the crucial point in
u.,Aerstanding maser operation.
Paramagnetic resonance is based on the fact that when an ion
possessing a resultant angular momentum (from one or more unpaired
electrons) is placed in a d.c. magnetic field, the angular momentum
vector will precess about the axis of the d.c. magnetic field, H,
with a frequency V = yH where 'y = 2.8 MHz/gauss for electrons (Figure
2a). If the ion is in its lowest energy state, a circularly polarized
magnetic field (the r.f. signal or pump) with frequency V and the
correct sense of polarization will cause the ion to jump to the next
higher energy level while absorbing a photon of energy from the r.f.
field. The energy absorbed is give by the Planck relation E = hV
where h = Planck's constant. If the ion is in one of its higher energy
states originally, the r.f. field can cause the ion to emit a photon
of energy, E = hV (stimulated emission). Figure 2r is an energy
level diagram for an electron (or an ion with one unpaired electron).
The electron can exist in only two states, "spin-up" or "spin-down".
The frequency of the photon emitted or absorbed during a transition is
determined by the value of H and is equal to V 'yH. Thee energy of
the transition is
E=hV=hyH	 (7)
In a_two electron system, three energy states S 1 (both spins
down), S 0 (one up, one down) (, and.S = -1 (both spins up) are
possible (see Figure 2c) If we take a-large number of ions, 
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each with two unpaired electrons, and look at the number of ions in
each of the three energy states when in thermal equilibrium, we find
that most of the ions are in the lowest energy level. In fact, the
population of the energy levels is a Boltzmann distribution given by
Ni g_	
a
xp i
N	 gi	 kT
where Ni is the population of the i th energy level Ei , gi is the
statistical weight of the in level, k is the Boltzmann constant and
T is the absolute temperature (Figure 3a). In the nondegenerate case
of Zeeman energy levels, the gi are unity. If r.f. pump energy
E3with frequency	 ---^ueq	 Y V	 and the proper circular polarizationh
contacts the spin system, there will be stimulated upward transitions
from level 1 to level 3. The population will be changed to that
shown in Figure 3b with N 3 increased and N i decreased. There is now
a population inversion (as corqpared to the equilibrium distribution)
of levels 3 and 2. This inversion will be maintained as long as a
E 3 - E2
strong pump signal persists. Now a weak signal of V =	 h
contacting the system will stimulate downward transitions from level
3 to level 2. These emitted photons will add to the input signal
coherently and thus amplify the input signal.
We will now supplement this heuristic approach with a more
rigorous treatment of maser operation using quantum mechanical cal-
j
culations where necessary. First, we will consider the energy levels
and the ;interaction of the magnetic field with the total angular
momentum of an ion along with such perturbations as crystalline field
effects; then we will consider the rate equations which determine the
t
L
)	 }^.``r	 .i..ywyp- yM}	 „r«,...r+.y«..i»....pwrtJasrw	 .s....}..t+,	 s.,yws..xw+fy^...^+;^rH-.
(e)
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(a)
Equilibrium population distribution
E
(b)
Inverted population distribution
Figure i — Population Distributions
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population of the energy levels when in equilibrium with radiation
fields. Finally, the general equations governing a 3-level maser will
be developed.
Paramagnetic energy levels
The ions useful for solid state masers belong to one of the
transition group elements, usually the iron transition group. in
these groups the most commonly used are Cr and Fe. The transition
group elements are characterized by partially filled inner electron
shells. in chemical binding only the outer or valence electrons enter
into the bonds and these electrons in most cases are magnetically
neutralized by forming pairs with the valence electrons of the other
element. In the case of chemical binding with the transition group
elements the inner # unfilled shell has unpaired electrons which give
rise to a net magnetic moment.
Since we will be concerned here with chromium (Z 24), consider
its electronic configuration of
ls 2 2s 2 2p6 3s 2 3p5 (4s 1 3d5)
where the standard notation of nkm
 is used. In this notation n is the
principal quantum number, k is the orbital angular momentum and m is
the number of electrons in the nk electron shell. The parenthesis
indicates the transition group where the 4s shell fills before the 3d
shelf.. Spectroscopic notation is used for the orbital angular momentum
ft 13
2 = 3. In the actual maser, chromium is introduced as an impurity
into a host lattice of TiO 2 (rutil.e). it is then in the +3 ioniza-
tion state due to its chemical bonding with the TiO 2 . This leaves 3
unpaired 3d electrons in the Cr+3 ion. Each electron can have a spin.
of i 1/2 and a z-component of orbital angular momentum m. of 21
1 0 O f -1 or -2. Considering first a free Cr +3 ion, the Pauli exclusion
principle states that no two electrons can have identical quantum
numbers. Using this and a semiempirical set of rul es, called Hund's
rules, we can now find the ground state of the Cr +3 ion. Hund's rules
state that the electrons will be distributed inside a given shell, in
such a way as to
the electrons in
sum of mP over a
principle. Rule
(1) maximize the magnitude of the sum of ms over all
the shell and (2) then maximize the magnitude of the
11 the electrons in the shell, consistent with the Pauli
(1) demands that all three electron spins be aligned,
giving S = 1/2 + 1/2 + 1/2 = 3/2. The second rule requires that the
first electron have a mR 2, the second m,	 1 and the third mQ 0
giving L = 2 + 1 -1 . 0 = 3. In the Russel Saunders of L-S coup'Llng scheme
the total spin and orbital angular momentum couple together to give a re-
sultant vector called J, i.e. L +S 	 J. J can take on the values L-S,
L-S+l, ... f L+S. According to a third Hund rule the ground state J for
a less than half filled shell is L -S or 3	 3/2	 3/2 for Cr+ 3 . This
t^
can all be written in spectroscopic notation 	 j-
t
2S+1L
J
which gives for the chromium ion ground state a 4F 3/2 state.
The orientation energy of a magnetic dipole, u, in a magnetic }
field is
34
tee.	 , .. •,
.s
14
E a - 1oH.	 (9)
The magnetic dipole moment of an orbiting electron is
and for electron spin
Ps	 20S
where 0 is called the Bohr magneton;
a (2mc] a 9.27 x 10-" erg/gauss .
The magnetic moment for the total angular momentum, J, can be written
as
j J_ -
 
gJRJ,	 (10)
where 
gJ 
is called the Lande g factor and has the value one for orbital
angular momentum and two for spins. For a free atom or ion following
the Russel- Saunders spin-orbit coupling scheme when both L and S are
present, it can be shown by a strict quantum mechanical calculation (17)
that
	
1 + J(J+1) + S'(S+l)	 L(L+1)	 (11)gJ 	 2J (J+l)
Combining (9) and (10),
E=gJ 0Jon st
-► 	 -	 -	
1!
If we take H to be in the z-direction then the product J •H is the
ri
projection of J on the z-axis and is just the quantum number MJ
multiplied by H. The preceding equation then becomes
r
r
	
ix,.,,...win 
	
..0 .,.,,q. ,.......,	 x ..	 p ...,... 	 _., m w ..
	
^.,..n.,,.w,_. .,.._.............>.-».. 	 -
fi	 y
9K
E m ga0MJ H	 (12)
Equation (12) gives the energy levels for the familiar Zeeman effect.
An atom or ion with a total angular momentum J will be 2J+1-fold space
degenerate. The application of a magnetic field, H, will remove this
degeneracy and split the various J multiplets into 2J+1 Zeeman levels.
The levels are labeled M  and have the valur)s J, J-11 	 ' -J.
The Cr+s Zeeman levels can easily be found using the 4F3/2
ground state previously determined. The value of J for the ground state
is 3/2 which gives 2 (3/2) + l = 4 Zeeman Levels, labeled M 3/2 , M 1/2
M
-1/2 , M 3j2 ,
 gJ can be calculated from equation (11) and the energies
from equation (12).
The previous discussion applies to a free :tom or ion_. We will
now consider the practical situation of the ion in a crystal. lattice
as an .impurity ion. Although the ground state is still thA 4F3/2
state, there are important differences from the isolated case due to
the strong interaction with the crystalline electric fields. In this
case, the crystalline electric fields further perturb the energy levels
by Stark splitting of the terms. This effect is stronger than the
spin-orbit coupling and consequently equation (11) no longer applies.
The crystal field effects ,must be calculated by a more rigid quantum
mechanical calculation given in the following section.
Quantum mechanical calculations (18) the perturbation Hamiltonian
In order to treat the paramagnetic problem of practical interest,
we will now tike a more general, if- somewhat ; less transparent, approach
qK
16
and solve the paramagnetic problem including crystal field effects,
spin orbit coupling and the magnetic field simultaneously using second
order perturbation theory.
A short review of perturbation theory using the Dirac notation is
as follows. Consider a quantum mechanical system for which we can
obtain an exact or at least a very good solution. We can write the
I
	
eigenvalue equation
H°IO > = E O JO >,	 (13)
where H° is a Hermitian operator called the Hamiltonian, E  is the
energy eigenvalue of the system and 10> is the basic system eigenket
where $ is the degeneracy parameter. If this system is perturbed
slightly by a small perturbation, 6H, we can write the new eigenvalue
equation as
(Ho + QH)IE> = E (E> , 	 (14)
where IE> is the perturbed eigenket and E is the new, slightly different,
energy eigenvalue. It can be shown that the perturbed eigenket, to
zeroeth order approximation can be written as a linear combination of
the unperturbed eigenkets,(19)
IE>o = a, IR>	 (15)
where the repeated variable R im,
states Q. Equation (14) can now
(H° + H) I E>o = E I E>o
where ES is the change in energy
as the perturbation Hamiltonian.
second order has the form (19)
olies_a summation over all degenerate
be written as
(Eo + ES ) 1E> 0 
	 (16 )
due to the perturbation. H is known
It can also be shown that F to
fk
t
^y
t
JY'
,R
17
f
AHls irk <g "J ©H
Eo (0) - E°(S")
where S " refers to excited states and AH is the specific perturbation.
With the use of equation (13) and equation (15), equation (16) can be
reduced to
H 
I Eso 
w ES I E>0
Using equation (15)
H aR ia>	 ES as I(3>	 (18)
Multiplying equation (18) by W1 give,
<V IHI P a, - E S aR ,	 (19)
For an n-fold degeneracy we have n equations containing n unknown
coefficients a,. The cond3.tion for nontrivial 'solutions of equation
(19) is
I <a' I H I O> - ES 601$ 1 . 0	 (20)
which gives n values of the perturbed er .,)rgy ES in terms of the per-S
turbation Hamiltonian and the unperturbed eigenkets.
The basic problem then., is to find 'H I which will from now on be
referred to equivalently as the spin Hamiltonian, H r,, and the unper-
turbed eigenkets	 The perturbing effects of interest are%
18
Magnetic field = ^ F, (T +2S)
where H is the d.c. magnetic field and $ is the Bohr
magneton as previously discussed.
Crystalline field effects = E U(rK) where U is -e times the
K
electrostatic potential of the crystalline field and r 
is the postion vector of the kth electron. U(r) will have
certain space symmetries characteristic of the particular
crystal structure.
W
0
In most maser applications the crystalline field effects are large
in comparison ;:o the spin-orbit coupling or the :magnetic field inter-
action. We can therefore regard these as part of the unperturbed
Hamiltonian, find the corresponding eigenkets, and then let the
spin-orbit coupling and magnetic field act 4s perturbations to the
new H° which contains the term E u(rK).
K
Let us first choose a set of eigenkets of H o
 and a complete set
of commuting observables. We will take as the observables, Ste , S 
and R where R contains all the other observables needed to make the
set complete. The basic eigenkets will be written as IS MS p> where
the eigenvalues of S2, S  and R are S(S+l), M S , p respectively. We
notice that S and 5 commute with H° and assume that all R's
commute with Ho as well.
It is not necessary to calculate the energy levels and eigenkets
of H° but only o see how the s.
	
y	 pin-orbit coupling and magnetic field
remove the 2S+1 spin degeneracy of the ground state of H o . We then
have for the perturbation
l
A
r.r xm .... r	 _	 ..	 sue,.,._-:r^...r..wr;- a.e•--a..^.	
^	 r^`}'^	 ,'S]LHR	 -C""...y	 .nx
3j^..	 f^-.«.	 ._.......--+*rone+.-..w-•
	
,,............-..+•.+-+.-«».m,•,.,,,...,>..	
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i{
s
E
AH = L • S + 07•(L+2S)
LiTi + 20HiSi
	(21)
where Ti = XS  + U and the subscripts imply summation over the
three coordinate axes. Using equation (17), the perturbation Hamil-
tonian or spin-Hamiltonian can be written as
HS = 
Is Mspg
><SgMSpq IoHI SgMSpg><SgIvMSpgl
IS M' p><S M' p Ja i
 
SM "p><SM "p I AH I S M p ><S M p
+	 g S g	 g S g	 S	 S	 g S g	 g S g r (22)
E° ( Sgpg )	 E° (Sp)
where;ag and pg refer to ground states and S, MS and p refer to ex-
cited states. The operator . S 2 commutes with OH and thus AH is dia-
gonal with respect to S. The only value of S that has non-zero
^u
matrix elements is then S S . Equation (22) can be rewritten as
I`	
g
HS	
IMspg>
<MSpgIAHI MS pg><MS pg I
I MS pg><MS pg IAHI MSp> <MSp I QH I MSpg><MS pg i
+	 (23)
E° ( pg ) - E° (p)
For tie evaluation of equation (23) the following matrix elements
will be needed:
<MSp' I
s i l MSp> 
= S Ap'< 
MS I Si l 
MS>	
( 24)
<M,Sp' IHi I MSp>	 d pp , 6M M, Hi	 (25)
S S
<Msp' ITi I MSp> _ <MSp'L (Xsi + aHi ) I Msp>	 zt
(X<MS I si l MS> + Mm, 	 ) Spp ,	 (26)
S S s
a.
<Msp' IL,) MSp>
	
SM ,M <p' 
ILi
I pi >
S S
lk
a
-. 
	t^ .. 	 #._p:._L':f.;?'I^.'.-Nam+.s+Mi!t+^AP.w'*tMGTASfi.J.al6:"Af•
i -
sr
%0
Since the above matrix element must be Hermitian and purely imagin-
ary -<p'	 ILi I p> = - <p	 ILi Ip'>. We then have
<p IL,I p> = 0 for	 p = p'	 (27)
Evaluating the first term in equation (23) we obtain
H (1) .= IMO pg><MSpg I20H Si l MSpg><MSpg I
= IMIS pg><MS pg I 2(3H•SI MSpg><MS pg I .	 (28)
In order to calculate the energy corresponding to the first term of
the spin Hamiltonian, equation (28) must operate on a linear combina-
tion of ground level eigenkets [see Eq. (18)x. The operator
IMSpg><MSpg I will not affect the linear combination and can thus
be set equal to unity as can the operator IMSpg><MS pgI
	The first
order spin Hamiltonian then becomes
HSl) = 2(3 H•S	 (29)
which is identical to the semi-classical result, equation (12), for
spins.
To get the observed deviation from the pure Zeeman energy levels
we must evaluate the second order term, HS 2)
 , of equation (23). We
obtain from equations (21) , (26) ,' and' (27)
<MS
pg IofiIMS^><MSpIoHlMSpg> 
= <MSpgI LiTiIMSp><M11P IL.T'IMspg>
WE
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The term 2aHiSi is zero Ercm equations (24) and (25) since p, which
labels the excited states, is always different than p9 , and where
gij ( p ) = 
<MSp9 J Li i 
Ms
p><MSp I L j I MSpg>
	
(31)
If we perform the summation over Ms and introduce equation (30) into
the second term in equation (23) we obtain
H (2) = I M I p xM r p I—i--S	 s g
	
S 9 E  (pg) 
T. T.
	
_ Eo	
IMSpg><MSpg)	
(32)(p)
Using the same argument as in equation (29), the operators
(MSpg><MS p ,j and IMSpg><MSpg I do not have any effect on a combination
of ground level eigenkets. We can write the result for the second
order term in equation (23) as
HS(2)
	
a
 Qi . TiTj ,	
(33)
3
where
gi j (p)
j''	 Eo ( p) - E^ (p)
9
We then have for the complete spin Hamiltonian, using equations (21),
(29) , and (33) ,
HS = HS1) + H(2) _ 2(iF S + Qij (XSi+RH.) (XS.+F H.)	 (34)
7	 7
It can be shown that Qij is a symmetric tensor and can thus be
diagonalized to that the spin Hamiltonian can be written as
z
i
x	 •_' ^.wddti:ui-aw.+...	 e.yp.. w,. '+'.p4reW.wwWM+wPiR .+w..r.n-+rre^...Y..._w
	...
ri
2
HS ¢ 20H•S +Qii (XSi + OH i)
2
= gi ^OHi S ; +Qii Ws 1 
2 +R 2 H i 2) 
	 (35)
The factor 2 in the first Lerm was introduced in the original per-
turbation as the gyromagnetic ratio of free spin. By adding the cross
terms from ( XS i+^H1) 2
 the g factor now becomes anisotropic. we will
reintroduce the scaler variable g assuming the anisotropy is small,.
Equation ( 35) becomes
HS = gRH' S + Qii W s 1 
2  + $ 2 H1 2 )	 (36)
I By omitting the Hi e terms, which are the same for all levels equationi
(36) can be written as
t	
HS = g	 H • S + D S 2 + E ( SX2 - Sy 2 )	 (37)
I where the form of the last two terms results from the tetragonal
r
crystal symmetry of the present problem. A convenient zero of energy
can be mace by subtracting
D/3[S (S +1)] from equation (37), givingS g
HS = g Q H • S + D[SZ2 _ 3 8 (S g+1) ] + E(SX2 -Sy 2 )	 (38)
g R H • S + D[SZ 2 - 1/3 S9 (S9+1)]+ 1/2E[(Sx+iSy)2
+ SX-iSy ) 2 ]	 (39)
.R
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The constants g, D, and E can be evaluated experimentally for
different maser materials.
The first term in equation (38) is the familiar Zeeman term for
spin states, The second term represents a quadrupole interaction with
the crystalline field and the third term represents higher order
interactions.
We can now return to equation (20) and solve for the energy, ES,
once the matrix elements <0' I HS I (3> are found.
In the section headed Paramagnetic Energy Levels we found that
Cr+3 had a 4F 3/2 ground state, i.e., S = 3/2, L = 3, J = 3/2. Our
ground state eigenkets are Is  M Solt > with S  = 3/2 so that M S can
take on the values 3/2, 1/2, -1/2, -3/2. In.the following the labels
S  and p  will be understood and equation (20) can be written
I<MLIHS IMS > = - ES SM ,M I = 0 .	 (40)S S
MS
 can take on four values, thus equation (40) will be a 4x4
matrix whose determinant must equal zero.
The x,y,z coordinate system used is Shown in Figure 4. The three
orthogonal crystal symmetry axes are a,a,c, with c in the z-direction
-s
and the a-axes 45 1
 from y in the x--y plane. The magnetic field, H, is
^
_
x
r
_-- _-_'___
^
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S+ = SX + is 	 (41)
S- = s  - is 
	
(42)
S  = 1/2 (S+ + S - )	 (43)
Sy = 1/2i (S+ - S- ) (44)
<MeIS
S IM > =z	 S
MS	 M	 MS	 S (45)
<MS l S+ I MS> _ tS M	 M	 i
S	 S
(46)s	 (Sg+1) - MS (MS11)
<MSISx IMS> 1/2 <MSIS+ IMS> + 1/2<MSIS_IMS> (47)
<MS ISy IMS > ! 1/2 1 <MSIS
+IMS > - 1/2 <MSI s_IMS> (48)
The first term in the spin Hamiltonian, equation (38), is g RH•S
0 (H S-+ H
Y
S	 + HS).
Y	
Z Evaluating the HS
z
	
z
term first,Z using
equation (45),
<MS I90 HZSZ IMS > = 90 H cosh <M5 SZIMS>
= 90 H cosh 
MS 6M,M
S S
MS = 3/2 1/2 -1/2 -3/2
r3/2	 0	 0	 0 ^ MS 3/2
2!6
The H 
x 
S 
x 
term is evaluated using equations (41), (42), (43), and (44)
<MSIgOHXSx IMS%' = 1/2 gOH sine coso <MSI S+ + Sj MS>
1/2 gOH sine coso ( <MSIS+ IMS> 
+ <MIjS_jMS>)
0 33 0 Q
	 0 0 0 0
1/2 gOH sine coso 0 0 2 0 + 1/2 gOH sine coso 33 0 0 0
0 0 0 6	 0 2 0 0
i	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0 33	 0
0 33 0 OF.
1/2 gaH sine cosh 33 0 2- 0
0 2 0 33
0 0 33 0
The same procedure is carried out on each term in the spin Hamiltonian,
equation (38), noting that
CMS (S Z MS ? = 
`MS 0 Z r^S > <rzS I s Z I MS>
and	 <MS`.S21MS>	 <MS`S+jMS ><MSIS +j MS>
Wheli all the matrix elements in the secular determinant, equation (40),
have been evaluated by the above procedure the determinant can be
expanded into a fourth order polvnomi,al in E_. with a, Q, D, and E
IM
1W
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The secular equation becomes(21)
E S 4	 1.3S2 (5/2h2+ 2D2+ GE2) + E,Sh2(2D - 6D cost a
	 GE sin  6 cos 2^)
+ 9/16h4 + 1/2 h2 (D2 6D2
 cos t 6 + 9 E2 cos 2^
+ 12 DE sin g 8 cos 20 + (D2 + 3E2 ) 2 = 0	 (51)
where h = gOH.
5F
The tour roots of equation (51) give the four energy levels
corresponding to those given by equation (12) but modified by the
crystal field effects and the orientation of the magnetic field with
respect to the crystal symmetry axes.
The constants in equation (51) are given by Gerritsen (21) as
D'= 16.6 GHz
E = 8.07  GHz
h g^H = 2.75 H GHz/kilogauss.
Equation (51) was solved by Bairstow's method of finding the roots
of a general fourth order polynomial. The solution was programmed
for an IBM 7074 computer with H, 0 and ^ as inputs and the
resonance frequencies, i.e., E S (MS )-ES (MS ) in GHz as the output.
A complete program was written in a modified Fortran II language-
called Daft (see Appendix Z).
The energy levels for a particularly significant magnetic field
orientation are given in Figure 5 The most striking difference between
	
t_
the Zeeman effect and Figure 5 is the splitting of the energy levels
with no magnetic field applied. This is primarily due to a Stark
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effect from the crystalline electric fields. For very large values
of H the energy levels are &.-Unated by the term grH • S in the spin
Hamiltonian and approach a normal Zeeman diagram.
Having found the energy levels of Cr+3
 we will now see how these
levels are populated when in thermal equilibrium and in co tact with
various radiation fields.
Einstein A and B coefficients and radia tion
Consider a system of a large 'number of atoms in thermal equili-
brium. The discreet energy.levels of an atom are designated by E1,
E2, ... En etc. where E l < E2 < ... En . The total energy will be
distributed among the various energy levels according to a Boltzmann
distribution; i.e.,
Ni K exp (-Ei/kT)	 (52)
where Ni
 is the number of atoms in the ith energy level Bi , k is
Boltzmann's constant and K is independent of i for nondegenerate
levels
	 (See equation 8).
Let this system now be in equilibrium with a radiation f,..eld
p (V) , following the Planck law
3
P (v)	
8Tr h3	
1	
(53)
c exp (hV/kT) - 1
if the radiation in the frequency interval dv is centered at V V12
where E2 E1 = hV121 there will be an absorption of energy and a
corresponding change in the population distribution. The time rate
of change-of N2 due to absorption is
,.	 a
_.
qWF-"..	
IWIF'
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(54)
dN2
dt	 = B1 2p (v) N1 •
abs
B12 is called the Einstein coefficient of absorption.
There are two ways in which level two can decrear;,e in population.
The first is stimulated emission where the rate of change of N2 is
dN2
dt	 = - B21 p (V) N2
	 (55)
sti.Em.
B21 is called coefficient of stimulated emission. The second down-
ward process is independent of the radiation field and is called
spontaneous emission. The rate equation is
dN2
dt	 A21 N2 i
	 (56)
spo.Em.
where A21 is the coefficient of spontaneous emission. Combining
equations (54) to (56) one obte,ins
dN2
at	 = B1 2 p (V) 14 1 - [ A21 + B21 p (v) N2
	 (57)
Total
When the system is in equilibrium with the radiation field the
upward transitions must be equal to the downward transitions; thus,
equation (57) must equal zero. Solving for p(V) and making use of
the Boltzmann law, equation (57) becomes
r
i
A 21'
R (V)	 (58)
B 12 exp (h%)21,/kT)
	
B21
	
r
i,
Direct comparison of equations (58) and (53) show that B21 B1 2 and
{
i
t
Y.T.Y.	 ...	 _	 .. _..,.-...
R31
that
A21	 87T hV 3
B21
	
	
,	 (59)
c3 
if it is assumed that A21, B21 and B12 are atomic properties and thus
independent of the temperature.
From equation (59) we conclude that spontaneous emission is usu-
ally only important at infrared and higher frequencies, in the micro-
wave region A_ can be neglected in the rate equations. It will be
important only in its effect on the ultimate noise figure of the
maser.
Equation (57) can now be written as
dN2
dt	 B12P(V)(N1-N2).
	 (60)
From inspection of equation (60) it can be seen that radiation is
being absorbed as long as N1 > N 2 . When N1 N2 radiation is no
longer absorbed and the levels are said to be saturated. If, by some
method N2 .could be made larger than N1, the radiation field would
dN
stimulate emission (at e < 0) until N2 again equalled Ni. The require
ment N2 >N1 is called population inversion and is necessary for maser
operation. If equation (52) is applied to an inverted state, we have
N2	 exp(-E2 /kT) 	
E1- E2
i N1i > 1 } exp(-E1/kT) = exp
	 kT	> 3 .
Since E2 > E1, the temperature T must be less than zero. A popula-
tion inversion is then said to have a negative spin temperature. We
need not worry about the physical interpretation of a "negative
:F
r
_	 R
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temperature," since T is defined in thermodynamics as simply one of
the constants which appears in the Boltzmann expression for the energy
distribution normally found in ordinarir systems. It usually corresponds
to our intuitive notions of hot and cold. If we force an energy dis-
tribution on the system which is non-Maxwell-Boltzmann, we cannot
expect the constant T to have the same physical meaning.
We will now see how a population inversion is maintained in the
three level maser scheme.
The Three hevel Maser (Bloembergen(22))
Take a three level system in thermal equilibrium such as that
shown in Figure 3a. Apply a strong signal, p(V13) 1 to the 1-3 transi-
tion., This will be called the pump signal. As in the description of
F
equation (60), pump energy will be absorbed until nl
	
n 3 	1/2
(Ni + N3). Hereafter, small case n will denote instantaneous
i
populations and N will denote population at thermal equilibrium.
With the pump applied, a population similar to that shown in
Figure 3b will result. It is easily seen that a population inversion
exists between levels 2 and 3. A weak signal applied to the 2-3
transition will stimulate emission from level 3 to level 2	 (A weak
signal is a signal small enough that its stimulated transitions do
not seriously affect the population inversion.)
Before writing the complete rate equations, we must define a
relaxation process such that when the radiation fields are turned
6
sr '	 off the system will return to thermal equilibrium, by some non-
	 .`
E
radiative process in a time T. In the case of paramagnetic ions
f
{	 r,
a;
tE
^	 w
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in a crystal lattice the most important relaxation process is spin-
lattice relaxation, where a spin exchanges a quantum of energy with
the lattice thermal vibrations. Let us define a relaxation proba-
bility, wig a 1 . in analogy 'to equation (54-57), relaxation rate
equation can be written as
dnl
dt = ` w 12n1 + w21n 2
dn2
dt = w1 2n 1 - w 21n2 .
	 (61)
dN1	 dN2
At thermal equilibrium dt = dt = 0, thus
W12	 N2	 E1-E2
w21
	
N1	
exp	 kT
	 (62)
We can now write the three-level rate equations;
dn3
dt 	 (w.13n1-w31n3) + (w23n2-w32n3)
+ ( B .13P13n 1 -B31P13n3) + (B23P23n2-B32P23n3)
dn2
dt = (w32n3-w23n2) + (w12n1-w2zn2) + (B32P23n3-B23P23 n2)	 (63)
WK
'	 ^l
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We have also assumed that the pump radiation is much stronger than
the signal; i.e., P13B13 >> B23P23 . The set of equations (63) can
then be solved for (n 3 - n2).
hN W12V12 W2023(n3
	 n2)	 3kT	 (65)W12 * W23 + B32p32 
the net stimulated emission power from the 2-3 transition is given
by
P = hV32 ( B 32P32 n3 - B23P23 n2)
hV32 B 32p32 (n3 - n2) .	 (66)
Combining equations (65) and (66),
N h 2 V32 (w 12V12 - W23 V23) B32p32
P - 3kT
	 W12 + W23 + B23P23
Assume all wi g 's between different levels are equal, which seems
experimentally justified, and p23B23 « w 1 2 which is true for weak
signals. Then
2
P	 Nh (V21	 V32) B32 P32 V32
2Nh
and so	 P	 6kT (V31 - 2V3,2) B32 p32 V 32	 (67)
cx
The essential features of the operation of a 3-level maser can
be seen in equation (67). First of all, the power output, P. is
directly proportional to the signal radiation density, p(V23)
Higher frequency operation and greater spiry density give increased
F-
output, low temperature is desirable (actually essential) and
finally the Dump frecruencv must be more than twice as hiah as the
T
--vow
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case of a four level maser with its possibility of a more compli-
sated pumping scheme. Equation (67) does not contain a term for
pump power since it is assumed in the derivation that p13B1 3 is
large enough to saturate the 1-3 transition in the presence of a
weak signal.
The traveling wave maser
Early maser amplifiers were almost exclusively of the cavity
type. However, we will be concerned only with the traveling wave
maser. The latter has the advantage of having a lower noise figure,
better gain stability, easy frequency tuning, and no fixed gain
bandwidth product.
in a traveling wave amplifier ] the incoming wave is slowed by
some means such as a comb structure, meander line, etc. Slowing
of the input wave gives the signal a longer time in which to inter-
act with the spin system. Equivalently, there are more wavelengths
in the traveling wave amplifying section, in effect making this
section electrically longer. Possibly the most.simple slowing
mechanism is dielectric slowing, where a waveguide is filled with a
dielectric material.. The slowing factor is proportional to (di
electric constant) 1^2 . Rutile has a very high dielectric constant
and low loss tangent which makes it -a good candidate for dielectric 	 f
slowing.
r	 ._
	 s
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The gain of a traveling wave maser is given by Siegman (23)
 as
G (db) = 27.3 Qm F
	
(68)
where S -	 velocity of lightslowing factor	 group velocity
L = length of circuit in free space wavelengths;
Qm
 = magnetic Q,
2g WP O hVN IQ2n
m	 h	 kT n AfL
{	 l^_1 V GHz) ^N	 IQ?n 	 (69)20T n AfL '
and where V(GHz) = signal frequency in GHz
T = operating temperature (usually 40K)
N = t)tal number of spins/unit volume ( 1019/cm3)
n number of energy levels (4 in the case of Cr+3)
V
I inversion ratio	 Purop - 1) for 3 levels,
Sig
(VP/VS-1) for push-pull pumping
d = transition probability (z 1 for adjacent levels)
n = filling factor (z 1/2 for fully filled waveguide)
Aft = magnetic resonance linewidth ( 2.8 MHz/g•AH).
r
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III. THE 36 GHz TRAVELING WAVE MASER
A. Design Requirements for Intended Use in Radio Astronomy
The maser amplifier's intended purpose is to be an r.f. pre-
amplifier for a conventional radiometer, The gain, bandwidth,
frequency, and noise figure of the maser must be made to optimize
the operation of the complete system.
The center frequency was chosen to be in the 8 mm atmospheric
window to minimize atmospheric attenuation and the noise contribution
from the atmosphere. A center frequency of 36 GHz with the desir-
ability of a few gigahertz tuning on either side was selected.
From equation (6), it is seen that a wide bandwidth is desirable
to minimize AT. The bandwidth can be widened somewhat over the
natural resonance linewidth by using an inhomogeneous d.c. magnetic
field. However, in the gain expression, equation (69), Af enters
into the denominator and directly reduces the total gain per unit
length. To regain the gain lost by broadbanding, the total, length
could be increased. However, the length of the slowing structure is
restricted for other reasons thus, it was decided to use the natural
resonance linewidth as is. The linewidths for Cr +3 in rutile are
quite wide, approximately 75 MHz.
3k
The most flexible design variable is the gain, which is related 3
to the noise figure of both the maser and the following radiometer.
The effective noise temperature for amplifiers in series is given by
	
=E
(25)	 {Van Voorhis	 as
G
z
}
Te = T1 + L2 + .. .
1
where Tn and G  are the effective noise temperature and gain of the
nth amplifier. The first stage noise # T 1 , includes not only the
intrinsic noise of the maser (which can almost be neglected) but also
the noise contribution of the input waveguide, Dicke switch (if used),
antenna, antenna side and back lobes, atmospheric noise and any extra-
neous man made noise as well. Good estimates of these noise contri-
butions plus the noise of a second stage superhetrodyne receiver are
as follows
T1
zenith sky	 20°K
antenna	 5°K
input waveguide	 50°K
maser	 40K
total	 79°K
T2
11 db receiver
	
3500°K	 .
A first stage gain of 20 db reduces the second stage noise con-
tribution to 35°K. Increasing the maser gain over 1-0 db does not
significantly decrease the total system noise temperature. Therefore,
the design criterion was to achieve as close to 20 db of gain as
I
practical.
f;
{
x
r
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B. Specific Maser Design
Active material
The choice of paramagnetic ion and host lattice for use at
millimeter wavelengths is somewhat simpler than at lower frequencies
since there are fewer choices.
For purely practical reasons, only the hard, gem-like crystals
are used for maser applications. Crystals which cannot take thermal
shock, are water soluble, or have high microwave losses are clearly
undesirable. The crystals must be available in pure form and accept
the above paramagnetic ions as impurities.
By far the most widely used crystal is sapphire (Al 0 ), which,2 3
when,doped with Cr +3 , becomes a ruby.
However, at millimeter wavelengths there is another consideration,
that of zero field splitting (ZF0'4 ). As shown previbuslyr the crystal
field effects split the ground state with no magnetic field applied.
If the zero field splitting is of the order of the signal frequency,
a relatively weak magnetic field will be all that is required to
produce the necessary energy level splitting. If the ZFS is smalle a
large field will be necessary to split the levels to something greater
than the signal frequency. The effect of this strong magnetic field
is to uncouple the spins from each other and produce pure spin states
for, which the selection rule AS I is in effect. Thus, only adjacent
transitions can be made and the 3-level maser scheme will not work.
1111	 101
ry	
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From this follows a rule of thumb that the operating frequency should
not be large: than the ZFS.
Ruby, the most commonly used maser material, has a zero field
splitting of only 11.5 GHz; hence, is generally not suitable for milli-
meter wave use.
Of the easily grown gem crystals and usable ions, we have the
following combinations with sufficient zero field splitting:
Al2 0 3 + Fe+3
Ti02 + Fe+2
Al203 + cd+3
Ti02 + Cr+3
Beryl + Cr+3
 
(difficult to grow) .
Rutil.e (Ti02) has a published dielectric constant on the order of 200
which makes dielectric slowing practical. (It was later determined to
be considerably lower at 36 GHz.) Al 2 0 3
 has a dielectric constant
near 10 and would require some additional slowing such. as a,meander
line, which wo1 9ld be extremely difficult to fabricate to the small
dimensions required. Choosing rutile because of its large dielectric
constant still leaves a choice between Fe +3 and Cr+3 . The iron ion
has a spin of 5/2 giving six energy levels while Cr +3 has a 3/2 spin
^a
and four levels. According to equation (69), Cr +3
 should have _a
higher gain and the danger of cross relaxation effects from the
unused energy levels is minimized. The final choice of maser material
+3becomes Cr in a host :lattice of T0 2 (rutile)
41
Crystal orientation and energy levels
Cr+3
 has four Zeeman levels, all of which are available for
signal or pump transitions. We could simply choose three of these
levels and use the Bloembergen 3-level maser scheme while ignoring
the fourth level.. Referring to .Figure 5, maser action could be
achieved by pumping from level 1 to level 3 and using the 3-2 transi -
t* on as a signal. However, the 3-2 inversion can be further increased
by also pumping out of level 2 into level 4. This pumping method,
called push-pull pumping, is particularly advantageous if the 1-3
transition can be made equal to the 2-4 transition so that a single
pump frequency can be used. Inspection of the secular equation,
equation (51), shows that if the term linear in ES is zero then the
equation has the corm
ES + E', (A+B) -i• AB -_ (ES + A) (ES + B) = 0
and ES = t ►rA and ±vrB-. That is, the roots are equally displaced above
and below the zero level. Setting the linear term in equation (51)
equal to zero we have
D	 l Cos 2e
cos 2	 (71)E ------ -	 .
3 sin2`J	 sin28
To find a unique value for and a we mu-it refer to the symmetry
properties of the TiO2 crystal.
(26)
 (A more detailed description of
	 1
the  crystal lattice is given in appendix II). Rutile is a tetragonal
crystal in which the Cr+ 3 ions reside in -two non-equivalent sites in
the unit cell. These sites are related by a 90° rotation about the
o	 ! x
.«.wr. 	 ^.-.. 
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crystallographic c-axis. When the magnetic field is in the a-c
plane C = 45 0 in Figure 4), the two sites become equivalent. Thus,
all the Cr+3 ions can be used for amplification rather than only one-
half of the ions. Using ^ = 45° in equation (71) gives cos 6 =
or 6 = 54.7 1 . These are then the angled for push-pull pumping and
double ion site operation, Figure 5 is a plot of these energy levels
versus magnetic field. The pump and signal transitions are also
indicated in Figure 5.
There are two values of H for which the signal transition equals
36 GHz. One is at 1.7 kgauss, the other at 15.1 kgauss. The high
field region has a considerably higher pump frequency and thus, a
higher gain as seen from equation (67).
The operating parameters are summarized below:
Push-pull pumping	 6 = 54.7
'	 Double ion site operation = 450
High field region 	 H = 15.1 kgauss
Signal frequency	 V23 = 36.0 GHz
Pump frequency V
	 `V = 90.0 GHz.
Slow wave structure
The dielectric constant of rut,ile at 4.2°K and. 10 8 Hz is given
(27)by Sabisky
	 as
E = 155;-1- to crystal c-axis
ez
E = 255,
k,
 to crystal c-axis. Y
^: r tz
,r
C	 , y
ems..,:::' 7".i..^-:;.a.n..°
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The wavegude coordinates are x, y, and z, with propagation being
in the y--direction. The magnetic field must be in the z-direction
for a reason to be stated later. The three orthogonal crystal
symmetry axes a, a, and c are related to H by the angles 0 and
(see Figure 4).
The two values of the dielectric constant d,
and Minor axes of an ellipsoid of rotation about
dielectric constant in any direction is just the
vector to the surface of the ellipsoid. It is a
in geometry to show that the dielectric constant
is given by
=fine the major
the c-axis . The
Length of the
simple problem
in any direction
_L 11
E	
(E 2 sin g 0+ E 2 cOS 2 0) 1/2	 (72)I1	 1
where e is the angle between the crystal c-axis and the desired
direction vector. Using the given values for E 1 and E I ^ , we obtain
from equation (72)
E	 155
x
E = 204
v
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mode occurs at the point where the next modes, the TE Z,o and TEO,i,
(28)just reach cutoff.^	 in practice, the guide is made slightly
smaller than this so there is no possibility of higher order modes
propagating. The cutoff wavelength for the TE 2 .c mode is
Xa
c _
	
x
and for the TEo 1
X 
	 2b 
z
	 (74)
where a and b are the broad and narrow dimensions of the waveguide,
respectively. At 36 GHz, the free space wavelength is 8.3 mm and
a and b become
a=0.670mm
b=0.315 mm.
The slowing factor, S, is given by
2	 2c	
A	 (75)S V	 S E
	
[7ag	 y Y
Substituting the above ;values into equation (75) gives
S 16
When using S = 16 in the expression for the gain of a traveling wave
maser equation (68), we obtain G - 5.3 db/cm. The rutile -loaded <.4
waveguide must then be approximately 4 cm -long -to produce 20 db of
gain and have a cross section of approximately 0.07 x 0.03 cm.
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There is one other important property of the slow wave structure
that involves the manner in which the r.f. magnetic field inter-
acts with the spins. It was mentioned previously that the spins
precess about the d.c. magnetic field with frequency V and can
interact with the r.f. field only if the r.f. field has the same V
and the same sense of circular polarization. The dominant TE 1,0 mode
has two regions of circularly polarized magnetic field confined to
the x-y plane as shown in Figure 6. The field has one sense of
circular polarization in one half of the guide and the opposite
polarization in the other half 	 of the guide.	 If propagation is nor-
mally in the -y direction in Figure 6, there will be no spin inter-
action in the left half of the guide since the spins and the r.f.
w
field have opposite circular polarization. 	 It makes no difference
if this half of the waveguide contains pure rutile with no Cr+s
doping.	 However, for a wave traveling in the +y direction, the sense
of r.f. circular polarizations are reversed and the portion of the
guide with the same polarization as the spins now contains no spins
and hence cannot amplify.	 The net result is that the maser amplifier
can amplify in only one direction or is unidirectional. 	 It cannot
break into regenerative oscillations due to some finite reflection
at the ends of the slow wave structure.
	
Frequently the waveguide r
modes are not sufficiently pure to make the reverse gain zero. 	 In {
this case additional isolation by the use of ferrite material is
t
required.	 It was decided at this stage of the design that no ferrite
isolation would be used unless the maser actually oscillated.
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C. Experimental Apparatus
The equipment used for testing and evaluating various maser
configurations is shown in Figure 7. The individual components
are discussed below.
Description of cryogenics system
The helium dewar is a standard, 54 inch, open neck type with
a working capacity of approximately 15 liters of liquid helium.
Filling is accomplished by transferring from a 50-liter storage
dewar through a vacuum insulated transfer tube using compressed
helium gas regulated to about 0.5 lb/in2. The dewar is pre-cooled
with liquid nitrogen and then the nitrogen is pumped out of the
inner dewar back into storage. Case must be taken to purge all
condensable vapors from the waveguide prior to cooling, since
water and liquid nitrogen are both lossy at millimeter wavelengths.
Description of superconducting magnet
The helium dewar and superconducting magnet were purchased as
a unit from Magnion, Incorporated. The magnet is a solenoid 3.0
inches long with a 1.5 inch inside diameter. The maximum field at
the center of the solenoid is 26 kgauss at a current of 29 amperes.
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C
In the persistent mode of operation, the magnet is shoe ed
.internally after the field is built up by means of the external
power supply. The current then circulates through the magnet
and short circuit and the power supply can be disconnected, The
magnetic field will persist as long as the magnet remains super-
conducting and no energy is extracted from the field.
The magnet power supply is designed to deliver 30 amperes
into a zero resistance load, This is accomplished by using a
6-volt automobile battery as the source and a bank of transistors
in series with the magnet to regulate the current. The control.
voltage on the transistor bases is programmed by a small clock
motor so that the magnet current can be changed slowly and
uniformly. The power supply also contains provisions for 'he
persistent current switch, helium level gauge, and a battery
charger to recharge the automobile battery. Figure 8 is a
schematic representation of the magnet system.
The mmagnet is supported on a gymbal system which is
adjustable from outside the dewar. This allows small corrections
to be made in the angular relationship between the magnetic
field and the slow wave structure.
Description of microwave hardware
The 36 GHz waveguide used is standard RG-(96)/U made from coin
silver for minimum attenuation. There are two short sections of
stainless steel guide with an 0.01,E inch wall thickness near the
middle of the helium dewar, acting as a heat block into the liquid:
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helium. The guide in the upper portion of the dewar is 0.005-inch
wall thickness silver with fiberglass reinforcing on the outside.
The fiberglass waveguide has a thermal conductivity about one-
tenth that of the standard guide and the stainless has about one-
fiftieth that of the standard waveguide.
On both the input and the output waveguides from the dewar
fipy
there is a tuner to cancel, any mismatch which may exist in the maser.
At the input is a low power klystron, tunable from 28 to 39 GHZ-
A precision attenuator follows the klystron so that precise input
power measurements can be made. The klystron is square wave
modulated at 1000 Hz, so that an audio amplifier can be placed
after the crystal detector at the output. The maser is a low level.
{ device designed to amplify very low level signals; thus, a great
deal of amplification is needed at the output for presentation on a	 .
chart recorder. The crystal detector, audio amplifier and c;harr.
recorder actually form a crystal video receiver which has a sensi-
tivity of approximately -50 dbm (db below one milli.watt)
The 90 GHz pump energy comes from an Oki 90 VII klystron which
has a maximum output of 70 milliwatts. The tuning range of this
klystron is 85-96 GHz. The 90 GHz waveguide is WR(10) also made from
silver. A frequency meter and uncial.ibrated attenuator are connected
after the pump klystron. The pump waveguide then goes into a 3 db
coupler which couples the ,dump energy into both the maser input and
output waveguide. This insures pump saturation along the Complete
length of the slow wave structure. The coupler also contains pressure
IPW	
_	 s
15^
windows and a fitting such that the waveguide inside the dowar can be
purged, pressurized, or evacuated as necessary,
The total 36 GHz waveguide loss, apart from the maser itself,
is approximately 3 db, The stainless guide contributes 1.2 db to this
attenuation. The stainless steel waveguide can be gold or silver-
plated or be replaced by .OUP.-inch wall silver guide for final opera-
tion to minimize the system, noise temperature and loss.
D. Construction and Testing of Maser
Rutil.e crystals
The rutile boules, both doped and undoped, were purchased from
the Linde Air products Company. Chromium doping of 0,1% was
originally specified however, the supplier could only guarantee
good single crystal boul.es of high purity with .04% Cr +3 or less.
The boul.es supplied were maximum purity and .04% Cr+3 by weight.
The crystal symmetry axes were found by x-ray analysis and
marked on the boule before shipment. This facilitated the machining
of the rectangular pieces which were to fill the waveguide.
The waveguide dimensions finally arrived at were a = 0.030
(	 inch (0.711 mm), b	 0.012 inch (0.305 mm) and a total length of
dielectric filled guide of 1.5 inches. Inches will be used when
referring to the reduced size waveguide dimensions. Since exten-
sive work was done by machinists who work exclusively in the British
system the dimensions were adjusted to be round numbers in inches
for their convenience.
I
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The machining of the rutile pieces was done by Insaco, Incorporated
in Quakertown, Pennsylvania, to a tolerance of i 0.0001 inch.
The finished pieces were checked for axis orientation at The
Pennsylvania State University Mineral Sciences Laboratory by x-ray
diffraction methods. Unfortunately, the first machined crystals were
oriented incorrectly and a second set had to be made. These latter
crystals were oriented to within one degree of the specifications.
The final adjustment of the angles between the magnetic field and the
crystal axes is made by means of moving the magnet slightly on its
gymbals.
The preceasion Laue x-rays used for checking axis orientation
indicated that the rutile was indeed quite pure and probably a single
crystal.
Reduced size waveguide
The reduced size waveguides used for all the various test pieces
and the final maser were made by machining a rectangular slot in a
brass block: about 0.0005 inch larger than the crystal dimensions and
then screwing a brass cover over the slot. The interface between the
block and the cover was carefully lapped to insure a tight fit.
Minimum loss occurred when the cover pressed slightly on the broad
dimension of the crystal when tightened down.
Various methods for constructing the waveguide were tried but
the above method was the most straightforward and gave the best
results.
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Some reduction in ohmic loss could be obtained by gold or silver
plating the brass waveguide.
Tapered transitions
The tapered transitions into the reduced size, dielectric
filled waveguide were designed from the following analysis.
Consider a waveguide of dimensions a and b, partially filled with
a dielectric constant E and a width d. The wave impedance for tie
TE 2,Q mode in the filled and unfilled portions of the guide are given
by Marcuvitz (30) as
Z (die)
	 1 - ^ /X
0	 0 Cr = Tan Tf (a - d)	 Cot 2d	 (76)20 (air)	 E - ^o/Ag	 x0	 Xd
where
%o is the free space wavelength
X  is the guide wavelength
X d _ 0/.
As before, we look for the waveguide dimensions such that the TE2r0
mode is just at cutoff. Cutoff is defined as the point where a g + oo.
Thus, we can let X 
g 
-Y 00 in equation (76) and solve for a. The cutoff
condition for the TE 2 i 0 mode in a partially filled guide is then
a = d + —0
 Arctan - 1 Tan	 Tr	
(77)
Tr
1
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Figure D shows the result of this equation. The diagram is looking
down on the broad dimension of the waveguide which has a height the
same as the dielectric filled guide; that is, 0.012 inch. Since the
tapered crystal dimensions are fixed, a value for the waveguide width,
a t was calculated where the TE2 0 mode cut off for points along the
length of the tapered crystal. This is shown by the dotted line in
Figure 9. The actual waveguide dimensions should be just inside this
line and match the RG-(96)/u dimensions on the left and the fully
filled guide dimensions on the right. The waveguide is indicated by
a solid line in Figure 9. At the end of the tapered crystal the guide
is full width but of reduced height. It is then tapered in the b
dimension to full height in approximately four wavelengths.
Testing of a transition made to these dimensions gave a VSWR
due to the taper to the reduced height guide of < 1.05 and a total
VSWR of 1.4 for the complete transition. A VSWR of 1.4 causes about
3% of the power to be reflected. I3owever, by using conventional
matching techniques such as a slide screw tuner the mismatch can be
reduced to have a VSWR = 1.1 which produces a negligible loss.
Rutile dielectric constant
After the tapered transitions were constructed, a test piece of
dielectric filled waveguide had a low input VSWR but was lossy to the
point where almost no detectable signal could be transmitted through it.
It was felt that the high loss was due either to the rutile having a
y
high loss tangent or to mechanical imperfections in the waveguide.
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The published loss tangent of rutile is approximately 10-3 and
should contribute negligible loss even in the fully filled guide.
Placing pieces of rutile in high field regions of the full sized
waveguide produced only very small losses and these could be accounted
fon by reflections and the generation. of higher order modes. Thus,
a high loss tangent was ruled out.
Effort was concentrated on obtaining a good fit of the crystals
in the wa;.-,.guide and ^ good surface finish on both the waveguide
and the crystals. A single 0.5 inch straight section was extensively
tested. The net result of constantly improving the fit and finish
was that the loss constantly increased, ultimately reaching nearly
40 db.
At this time it was decided that the loss was not due to mechani-
cal imperfections but to a fundamental propagation problem. Cutoff
of the dominant TE1,0 mode is dependent only on the broad dimension
of the waveguide which must be greater than 0.5 a g . The full width
waveguide, with the crystals lying down the center of the guide, showed
only a small loss even if the height of the guide was reduced to that
of the crystals. Clearly, the high attenuation must occur somewhere
between full width and the fully reduced width. An experiment was
then performed to determine the attenuation ac a function of wave-
guide width with the crystals in place. Loss in a 0.5 inch length of
waveguide was measured as a ,function of the width of the air gap on
each side of the crystal. T he height of the waveguide was the same
as the crystal height. The results of this experiment are shown in
Figure 10. The attenuation increases rapidly as the width is increased.
.	 _..	 v.
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Also the lower frequency loss increases first, exactly as would be
expected as cutoff is approached. In all cases the attenuation was
> 40 db with the crystals removed from the waveguide.
The only reasonable explanation for this apparent cutof f is
that the dielectric constant of rutile is significantly lower at
millimeter wavelengths that reported at the lower microwave fre-
quencies.
A search of the literature indicated that no &^.rect measurement
of the dielectric constant of rutile had been made at frequencies
higher than 22 GHz and only one measurement was published for a
frequency greater than 10 GHz. Consecpiently f a program to determine
e at 36 GHz both at room temperature and at some reduced temperature
was initiated.
Measurement of dielectric constant
The method is to set up a transmitter and a length of wave-
guide containing a traveling probe. The transmission line is termi-
nated in a short with the traveling probe or slotted line a short
distance from the short. A null is found in the standing wave
pattern set up between the transmitter and short by means of the
slotted line. TOM dielectric sample is then placed in the waveguide
next to the short and, since the guide wavelength decreases in the
dielectric, the null in the standing wave pattern will be shifted.
(31)The complete method is outlined by Redheffer	 who gives the following
Tan (21TV)
V
	 ^ ^ Tan (27ru)
d Ve-Pn + d
where V _ -- -... r u
g
and	 P	 (3^/ c)
d is the length of the dielectric
A is the shift in the null Position
X is the free space wavelength
1
9
 is the air filled waveguide wavelength
E is the relative dielectric constant.
The Toss tangent can be found from
Tan S _ W £-i
>	41T Csc, 4y u
E 47T V Csc (4 V) - 1	 (79)
s
where W = 1 1 Rff 1 + R
R is the reflection coefficient and is related to the standing wave
i
ratio a by
1 + R
Cr -	 -1 - R
What is actually measured to determine both the loss tangent and
dielectric constant is the null shift A, the standing wave ratio 0
and the guide wavelength X g . Equation (78) is a transcendental
equation in a and may be solved by an iterative method. Once a is
known, equation (79) can be solved for the loss tangent.
Since a large number of measurements were made from 28 to 39
GHz, a computer solution to equations (78) and (79) was used.
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(78)
The rutile samples Measured were the same rectangular crystals
used in the maser. A crystal was placed across the broad dimension
of the waveguide which was tapered in height to be the same height
as the crystal. The crystal was directly in contact with the shorted
end of the guide . The reduced height waveguide presents no problem
because in the dominant mode the height of the guide does not affect
the propagation parameters as long as it is less than /2. one
possible source of error is higher order modes being able to pro-
pagate in the dielectric material since the guide is the same width
as Shen air tilled. However, the effect of higher order modes is
just to change the guide wavelength. Their NT .-ilues must fall between
the free space wavelength and the dominant mode wavelength, There is
also reason to believe that good mode purity existed since the standing
wave nulls remained extremely sharp.
The experimental set-ur; fvr measuring ;he dielectric  constant
is shown in Figure 11.
The dielectric constant and loss tangent were measured at both
room temperature and at liquid nitrogen temperature (77°K) for toto
orientations of the crystal.
The dielectric constant was also measured at 1 MHz by the
Materials Research Laboratory at The Pennsylvania State University.
The method used was to place a wafer of rutile between the plates of
a capacitor and measure the change in capacitance.
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The results f the room temperature measurements are shown i.b
Figure 12 and Table l Measurements at 77°K were less accurate due
y
to the difficulty in keeling liquid nitrogen, frozen water vapor, and
air out of the waveguide. Thq low temperature dielectric constant at
36 GHz, 90 0 from the c-axis and 54* from the c-axis, were both near
50 with a f 10% accuracy on the latter number. The 1 MHz result at
room temperature is 160 at 54° from the c- axis. The latter is in
agreement with the published values. At 77°K tan 6 was less than .003
at all frequencies.
The results of previous determinations of the dielectric constant
are also summarized in Table 1.
The low value of E and the strong frequency dependence at milli-
meter wavelengths has not been reported previously.
T	 f (GHz)	 = 0)	 E (8	 90 0 )	 observer
	300°K	 0.1	 170	 85	 Sabisky and Gerritsen 32
10	 145	 75	 Sabisky and Gerritsen
21	 170	 87	 Sabisky and Gerritsen
28	 -	 70	 Swanson
31	 -	 50	 Swanson
35	 60*	 40	 Swanson
37	 50*	 35	 Swanson
	
77"K	 0.1	 233	 120	 Sabisky and Gerritsen
35	 50*+ 10	 50±5 Swanson
	
4.2°K 0.1	 255	 155	 Sabisky and Gerritsen
* 6 = 54.7*p E should be about 20% higher at ' 6 b
Table 1. Dielectric Constant of Rutile
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Prototype maser
The proper cross section of the fully dielectri.r« filled wave-
guide based on the revised value of the dielectric constant at 36 GHz
is 0.044 x 0.016 inch as compared to the previous size of 0.030 x 0.012
inch. The long rectangular crystals were originally cut to a dimension
of 0.015 x 0.012 x 0.5 .inch so that one doped and one pure crystal,
i
lying side by side, would fill the proper size waveguide. Three of
these crystals, side by side, would give a guide cross section of
0.045 x 0.012 inch. Since the guide height does not contribute to
cutoff of the dominant mode it was decided for test purposes to use
three of the original crystals as providing nearly the correct
waveguide dimensions Unfortunately, the bends and tapered transition
pieces could not be used. At this time a complete new set of crystals
was ordered, machined to the proper dimensions.
A prototype maser was constructed using three 0.5 inch long
crystals. Two of the crystals were doped and one undoped. This
device is shown in Figure 13. The input waveguide first makes a 90°
E-plane bend, tapers to a height of 0.012 inch, makes two 90°, H-plane
resonant bends in the reduced height guide and then tapers abruptly
into the fully filled waveguide.
The total loss at room temperature was 4.8 db with an input
VSWR of 1.8. The specific contributions to the total loss are as
follows;
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brass waveguide including bends
	 2.0 db
reflections at input and output	 0.8 db
rutile filled waveguide
	 2
._
4.8 db
The loss decreased to approximately 3.8 db at liquid helium tempera-
ture. The total loss at the 90 GHz pump frequency was 2.7 db.
Resonance absorption at 36 GHz was immediately observed at the
predicted fields of 1.7, 866, and 15.1 kgauss. The absorption in the
resonance lines was approximately 1.5 db at a -42 dbm input. The
two doped crystals were apparently slightly misaligned with each
other because the resonance lines were doublets. The separation of
the lines indicated a 0.5 1
 misalignment about an axis parallel to
the long dimension of the waveguide.
ff 	 When it was established that the resonance energy levels were
k
correct the pump was turned on. Maser action was observed, using
an input signal at 36.0 GHz and sweeping the magnetic field slowly
past the point at 15.1 kgauss where the signal transition is 36 GHz.
On the initial attempt there was a 1.5 db absorption with the pump
klystron off. With the pump klystron on the output signal increased
by 2.1 db giving an electronic gain of 3.6 db and a net gain of 2.1 db.
Since saturation of the signal transition occurs at high input levels,
	 j
j
	
	 the gain increases as the input decreases to a point where the signal
is "small". The gain continued to increase more or less linearly
down to an input level of -55 dbm which was the limit of resolution
L-Miawo-i
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of the crystal video detector. At this point, the electronic gain
was 7.0 db with a bandwidth of 80-100 MHz.
It should be noted that the gain, as a function of input power,
presents no problem in actual operation of the maser since expected
signals are on the order of -150 dbm. It is felt that the gain
becomes constant near the point of maximum gain observed. However,
this cannot be determined until an actual radiometer is used in
back of the maser to detect lower level signals.
The electronic gain in the reverse direction was approximately
1.5 db with the amplification just equaling the absorption. In this
case no ferrite isolation is needed, although as more gain is achieved
it may bocome necessary to employ additional isolation.
The operation of the prototype maser amplifier, is summarized
below.
Signal frequency 	 36.0 GHz
Pump frequency	 90.0 GHz
Magnetic Field	 15.1 kgauss
0 = 54.7, ^ = 45°
Paramagnetic absorption
	
1.5 db
Absorption bandwidth 	 X200 MHz
Electronic gain	 7.0 db/0.5 inch minimum
Net gain
	 5.5 db/0.5 inch minimum
Bandwidth	 80-100 MHz
Net reverse gain	 0.
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The ohmic losses were reduced to 3.1 db with about 1.5-2.0 db,
representing constant lass a.t the input and output which is indepen-
dent of the length of the active portion of the slow wave structure.
The energy levels of the two individual crystals not being
coincident probably decreased the gain due to cross relaxation
effects. Also, the filling factor was low since only one crystal out
of three was actually being used.
This is the first reported maser action in rutile for push-pull
pumping, double ion site operation, and high magnetic field region.
Operation with larger cross-section crystals
A new set of rutile crystals was machined for a fully filled
waveguide cross section of 0.044 x 0.016 inches. The rectangular
crystals were each 0.5 x 0.022 x 0.016 inches so that one Cr 
+3
doped and one pure rutile crystal would fill the guide. At the same
time several 180 0 u-turns with a 0.100 inch inside radius and
compatible tapered transitions were machined.
The new crystals were placed in the same device as shownin
Figure 13 with the waveguide enlarged to the required dimensions.
The minimum insertion loss was 3.0 db, 0.8 lower than the previous
smaller waveguide. Furthermore, the loss in a 0.5 inch, crystal
filled, straight test section, without the series of 90 0 resonant
bends, was 1.4 db minimum.
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Maser action was obtained at a 37.17 GHz signal frequency with
a magnetic field of 15.3 kgauss and a pump frequency of 92.3 GHz.
After carefully adjusting the angles of the magnetic field, the
magnitude of the field and the pump frequency, a maximum electronic
gain of 20 db and a net gain of 16 db was observed at an input signal
level of -40 dbm. The electronic gain increased more or less linearly
from 6 db at a -25 dbm input to 20 db at a -40 dbm input. The
resonant absorption was near 4 db over this input range giving a net
gain of 2 db at a -25 dbm input increasing to 16 db at -40 dbm input.
Levels below -40 dbm could not be detected so it is not known whether
the electronic gain increased beyond 20 db at still lower input
levels.
This extremely high gain for a total active length of 0.5 inch
is almost 10 db greater than theoretically predicted. The possibility
that the maser was oscillating rather than amplifying was considered.
However, the input signal was modulated at 1 KHz and the detector
contained an audio stage sharply tuned to 1 KHz, thus the only
detectable signals could be amplified input signals. The continuous
wave power which would come from oscillations or from the pump could
not be detected even at relatively high levels.
The bandwidth of the 3 db points was 100 MHz + 10 MHz, very
slightly wider than the previous result.
t
?l
Ferrite isolator
in the event that additional reverse isolation would be needed
along the maser slow wave structure, experiments were carried out
using ferrite material along one side of the fully filled waveguide.
Ferromagnetic resonance absorption is similar to paramagnetic
resonance as previously discussed in that the unpaired electron spins
in the ferrite precess about an applied magnetic field and can inter-
act with and absorb an r,f. field of the proper frequency and polar-
ization. An additional property of ferrites is that the internal
field, Hi , is a function of the magnetization of the ferrite and is
related to the external field, Ha , by the Kittel equation#(33)
i
Hi	 { [ Ha - (N'z - Nx)M s
 I Ma
	
(N z - 
y 
)M S  I) F
	
(80)
where
H. = internal field1
Ha
 = applied field (in z-direction)
Ms = saturation magnetization
N  + N  + N 
	 47 = demagnetizing factors.
The frequency at which resonant absorption will occur is
V	 gSHi ,
where g is equivalent to the Lande g factor and is a property of the
particular ferrite and S is the Bohr magneton equal to 1.4 MHz/gauss
t
*	 F
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The demagnetization factors are a function of the shape of the
ferrite sample and axe, roughly speaking, large if that particular
dimension is small. For example a long round needle in the z-direct-
ion would have N  = N 	 2n and N  w 0. A thin disc in the y-z plane
would have N  = 47T and N  = N  = 0. A sphere would have N  to N 
N  = 4/3ff .
The first ferrite tested was a nickel ferrite supplied by Trans
Tech Incorporated.' It was designated as T T 2-101 with 47M  == 3
kgauss, g = 2.21, and an absorption linewidth of 350 oersted. The
ferrite was broken into a coarse powder, mixed with a small amount
of acrylic lacquer and painted on the narrow side of the 0.5 inch
long undoped crystal next to the waveguide wall. At a signal
frequency of 36.0 GHz there was 7 db of resonance absorption in
the forward direction and less than 1 db in the reverse direction.
Absorption occurred at a magnetic field strength of 11.25 kgauss with
an exceptionally large linewidth of 4 kgauss at the 3 db points. If
it is assumed that in the powdered ferrite all the demagnetizing
factors are equal then the Kittel equation becomes simply
V	 gRHa	{81}
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This is consistent with the result of resonant absorption at 36.0
GHQ., 11.-2 kgauss and a g factor of 2.29, only slightly larger than
the published value of g = 2.21. The large linewidth can be explained
by assuming that each individual ferrite chip had a strong shape
factor but that the chaps, held in place by the lacquer, were oriented
in random directions. The internal field in each chip could range
from Ha + 4nMs to Ha - J17TMs depending on its shape and orientation.
With 41TMs
 = 3 kgauss the maximum line width could be 1. 3 kgauss or
6 kgauss centered about pia which is consistent with a measured 3 db
width of 4 kgauss centered about 11.2 kgauss..
This particular isolator, however, was not suitable since at the
maser operating frequency of 36 GHz the required magnetic field is
15.1 kgauss whereas the TT 2 -101 ferrite absorption peak was at 11.2
kgauss.
Trans-Tech supplied another nickel ferrite sample designated as
TT 2-113 with 47M  500 and a g factor of 1.59. The lower g factor
should produce a resonance at 33 GHz with a 15.1 kgauss field. With
the broad bandwidth previously observed it was hoped that 36 GHz
would be within the resonance linewidth. An isolator was again made
using the sa ►ie technique of powdering the ferrite and painting it on
the undoped crystal on the opposite side of the waveguide as the
doped crystal.
I
__
A resonance absorption of 5 db was observed for a 4.5 inch
length at a frequency of 36.4 GHz and a field of 15.1 kgauss The 3
db line width was 1.8 kgauss. This gives a g factor of 1.72 as
opposed to 1.54 as reported by Trans-Tech. The isolator resonance
absorption was nearly centered about the 36 GHz operating frequency
at the 15.1 kgauss magnetic field required for maser operation. The
linewidth is broad enough so that for different frequency maser
operation the isolator will track the maser energy levels.
Increased absorption should be easily obtained by increasing the
amount of ferrite material. The total amount of ferrite painted on
the crystals was probably Less than a milligram. It was not determin-
ed whether the presence of the ferrite perturbed the Cr +3 energy
levels as has been the case in some maser applications.
This is a particularly simple way to make a ferrite isolator
since the difficult task ofmachining the ferrite is eliminated.
Ferrites are commercially available with g values ranging from 1.5
to 2.7 The large linewidths produced by the powdered ferrite give
a fairly wide latitude in choosing g and H a for resonance at a par-
ticular frequency.
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E. Final Maser Amplifier
Description
A drawing of the final maser is shown in Figure 14. Two 0.5
inch long straight sections are connected by a 180 0 turn. The active
straight sections have a cross section of 0.016 x 0.045 inch. The
input and output tapers are approximately 0.4 inch :long and taper
into a air-filled guide of 0.280 x 0.016 inch cross section. The
reduced height, air filled guide then turns 90° in the E-plane and
tapers into the full-sized RG-(96)/'U waveguide. The 180° bend
and the tapered transitions are filled with pure rutile while the
active region of the guide is filled with pure rutile in one half
and Cr+3 doped rutile in the other.
No ferrite isolation is used.,
The waveguide is a slot machined in a brass block with a cover
screwed on top of the block. An aluminum foil gasket was used between
the block and the cover.
Maser operation
The maser was operated at three widely spaced frequencies rep-
resenting approximately 'the tuning range of the maser. Table_ 2
s =arizes the maser operation. The gain is the maximum gain measured
for an approximately -50 dbm input signal. As input power is
decreased the gain is still increasing at -50 dhm; thus, it is
possible that still higher gains may be realized when the maser is
mated with a radiometer and lower level signals can be detected.
gy m.... .	
_	 _
0.045"
doped ruffle
0.100"
pure rutile
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Figure 1.4 — 36 GHz Moser
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The method of measuring gain was to apply a signal to the maser
and observe the output voltage of the crystal video receiver. The
maser pump was then turned off, deactivating the maser. The input
signal was increased to obtain the same output level as when the
maser was operating. The increase in signal level is the maser
electronic gain. Resonant absorption and ohmic loss can be measured
by a simple substitution method with the pump off. These are sub-
tracted from the electronic gain to obtain the actual, usable maser
amplifier gain.
signal frequency	 33.81 GHz	 36.10 GHz	 38.75 GHz
Pump frequency
	
86.4 GHz'	 90.2 GHz	 96.5 GHz
Magnetic field	 14.5 kgauss	 15.1 kgauss	 15.9 kgauss
Electronic gain 	 15 db	 28.5 db	 11 db
Resonance Absorption 	 5 db	 6 db	 5 db
Net maser gain	 10 db	 22.5 db	 6 db
Absorption linewidth (3db)	 400 MHz	 400 MHz
Maser Linewidth (3db) 	 -	 170 MHz	 150 MHz
Front to back gain ratio	 -	 5:1	 4:1
operating temperature 	 4.2°K	 4.20K	 4.2°K
Table 2. Maser Operating Parameters
The linewidth was measured by using a constant input frequency,
and slowly sweeping the magnetic field past the resonance point. This
gives the linewidth in magnetic field units which can be converted to
frequency by knowing the dependence of magnetic field on resonant
i4
i.
4
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frequency. For instance, in the vicinity of 15 kgauss the signal.
transition changes 2.5 GHz/kgauss. Thus, a linewidth of 0.1 kgauss
corresponds to 250 MHz.
Gain and bandwidth
The maximum observed net gain at 36 GHz was 22.5 db for a total
active length of 1.0 inch. If this is compared with the previous
result of 16 db of net gain for a 0.5 inch active length, it appears
that the final gain is too low. This can be accounted for by two
effects. First, the linewidth for the one inch long maser is 150 MHz
as compared to 100 MHz for the one half inch maser. If the two active
crystals in the longer maser are not precisely aligned with each
other, the resonance lines will also be slightly separated. This
amounts to stagger tuning of series amplifiers to increase the band-
width but which unavoidably decreases the gain. The second effect is
that saturation may have had a larger effect in the higher gain maser
since in neither case could signals of a low enough level be used to
completely eliminate saturation.
The 22.5 db net gain is the gain due to maser action only. In
an actual amplifier this is reduced by all ohmic losses present. The
total ohmic loss from the input to the output of the cryogenic dewar
was 7.0 db This gives a usable gain of 15.5 db. However, these
ohmic losses are not an intrinsic property of the maser and can be
reduced to some extent. Waveguide losses make up approximately 3 db
and should ultimately be reduced to 1.5 db. The other 4 db is in the
maser slow wave structure. Previous loss measurements indicate that
NIPPON - WON
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this could be reduced to as low as 2 db by careful machining of the
components.
Comparison with theory
The Cr+ 3
 energy levels were found to agree well with those given
by the secular equation (,equation 51), using Gerritsen's values for
the constants D and E.
In the case of maser action with only one doped crystal, where
there is no stagger tuning, the absorption linewidth was on the order
of 200 MHz with a maser linewidth of approximately 100 MHz. This is
a larger linewidth than reported previously for chromium doped
rutile. (34) Some broadening is undoubtedly produced by magnetic field
inhomogenieties.due to the small solenoid used.
The relation between maser linewidth and aYsorption linewidth is
given by Siegman (35) as
AV = AVL Gdb (V ) -3 
2	
(91)
o
where
AV is the 3 db maser linewidth
AV  is the 3 db absorption linewidth
Gdb is the maser gain in db
V  is resonance center frequency
For a gain of 15 db, AV/AVL = 0.5 which is in good agreement with the
results.
The gain calculated in equation (68), using E	 70, AfL 200 MHz,
N - 2 x 10 19/cm3 n = 1/2, Q 1 and I, the inversion ratio, equal to
a	
R
so
Vp/Vs-1 is 5.6 db for a 1.0 inch long slow wave structure. The
observed net gain was 22.5 db. The difference between the theoretical
gain and the actual gain partially depends on the inversion ratio I.
In the derivation of the magnetic Qm (equation 69), Siegman (35)
 states
that if the relaxation rates, w ig , are all equal, then the inversion
ratio will be given by Vp/VS -1. However, if the relaxation rates
are not all equal, in the optimum case for push pull pumping, the
inversion ratio can be as large as 2 V
p s
/V -1. In the gain calcur
	 a
lation, I could be as large as 4 rather than 1.5 which was used. A
value of I = 4 gives a gain of 15.0 db, assuming all the other factors
in equation (68) are correct. This is still a factor of 1.5 too low.
The only other variables in equation (68) which could easily account
for this descrepancy are the total number of spins, N, and the slowing
factor, S. Which, or if either, of these is in error, is not known
at this time.
The low value of the dielectric constant has not been reported
previously. The optical frequency dielectric constant is approximately
four; thus, the value of a must decrease somewhere between microwave
and optical frequencies. However, this relaxation ordinarily takes
place slowly, in the infrared region, rather than rapidly in the mm
region. The possibility of a resonance effect at millimeter wave-
lengths exists, but to verify this, measurements of E over a wide
range of frequencies, possibly extending to submillimeter wave-
lengths would have to be made.
t	 K	
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IV. SUMMARY
A Statement of Problem
The large amount of internally generated noise in conventional
millimeter wavelength radiometers produces an undesirable signal to
noise ratio when observing weak radio sources. The minimum detectable
signal of a receiver is directly proportional to the receiver noise.
One way of obtaining a major reduction in receiver noise is through
the use of a maser preamplifier at the input of the receiving system.
In particular, a maser radiometer operating in the S millimeter
"atmospheric window" would make weak radio sources available for ob-
servation which were previously below the minimum detectable level.
B. Procedure
The procedure followed was to make a theoretical study of a maser
radiometer system and to design a practical system making use of pre-
vious maser research while considering the intended use in radio
astronomy. A prototype maser was constructed to confirm or deny the
theory and then a final maser amplifier was constructed using the
information obtained from the prototype.
C. Results
A significant fraction of the total effort was spent not on the
maser itself but on associated equipment such as microwave hardware,
the cryogenic system to cool the maser and a high vacuum system for
the vacuum insulation of the cryogenic system.
r,;
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A major deviation from the original design was caused by a re-
evaluation of the dielectric constant of rutile, New crystals had to
be machined for a larger cross sectional area.
The four Zeeman energy levels of Cr +3 in rutile were as predicted
by the theory within experimental accuracy.
An unexpectedly large maser gain was observed in the final proto-
type which allowed the total length of the finished maser to be reduced.
An electronic gain of 28.5 db and a net gain of 22.5 db were obtained
with a total active maser length of 1.4 inches. This gain is not
completely accounted for by the theory.
ohmic losses in the wavegu de and maser amounted to 7 db giving
an overall usable gain of 15.5 db. This is less than the desired.
value of 20 db, although it is ex pected that the ohmic loss can be
reduced to approximately 3-4 db, giving a final gain of 18 or 19 db.
D. Suggestions for Future work
The maser amplifier should be connected in front of a con-
ventional radiometer as soon as possible for use as an astronomical
instrument.
Further improvements can be made in the maser operation by
reducing ohmic losses and possibly by increasing the total active
length to increase the maser gain.
The question of the abnormally low dielectric constant of rutile
at 36 GHz should be investigated more thoroughly. The effects of
frequency,"temperature and chromium doping on the dielectric constant
and the relationship between the dielectric constant and the loss
tangent are specific properties which should be studied.
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if the dielectric constant is actually higher than measured, this
would increase the slowing factor, S, and increase the calculated gain
in the direction of the measured value.
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APPENDIX I. Secular Equation Computer Program
DIMENSION REAL (4)
10 FORMAT (3F10.3)
20 FORMAT(5X6HTMETA-,F10.3,5X4HPHZ-,,F1.0.3/)
300 FORMAT(5X13HCOMPLEX REAL=,F14.7,5X13HCOMPLEX IMAG=,;F14.7/)
600 OFORMAT(lOX6HFIELD-,F4.1,3X24HRESONANCE ENERGY IN GC.=,3F9.2,
1 3X4HSIG=,F7.313X6HPUMPlm,F7.3,3X6HPUMP2mpF7.3/)
51 READ 10,THETA,PHT,FIELD
IF (FIELD) 66,41..66
66 CONTINUE
PRINT 201THETA,PHI.
THETA =3.1416/180.'THETA
PHI=3.1416/180.*PHI
D=0.550
E=0.270
P=0.01.
67 H=(1.97*.9273/(.6027*29.98)*FIELD
REAL11%0.0000
REAL2=0.0000
REAL3=0.0000
REAL4=0.0000
AO=1.
Al=0.
A2= ((5./2.)*H*H+2.*D*D+6*E*E)
OA3=H*H*(2.*D-6.*D*(COS(THETA))**2 6.*E*(SIN(THETA))**2
1*COS(2.*PHI))
OA4=(l./2.)*H*H*(D*D-6.*D*D(C)S(THETA))**2 +9.*E*E *COS(2. *THETA)
1+12 . *D*E* (SIN (THETA)) **2 *COS (2 . * PHI)) +(9./16.) *H**4
2+(D*D+3. *E*E)**2
100 BO AO
Bl =A1-P*BO
82 = A2 - P*Bl - Q*BO
B3=A3-P*B2 - Q*81
R4 = A4 -P*B3 Q*B2
CO = BO
Cl =B1 - P*CO
C2 = B2 -P*Cl -Q*CO
C3= C1*C1*Q- C2*(Q*CO-B2)
DELP = (B3* (Q*C0-B2)_ +C1* (s4+P*B3))/(-C3)
DELQ= (H3*0*C1+C2* (B4+P*B3)) /C3
QUAN1 = ABS( DELP)
IF (QUAN1-1.E-6)60,70,70
70 P=P + DELP
60 QUAN2=ABS(DELQ)
IF (OiJAN2-1. E-f 1 74 .90 .9n
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80 CONTINUE
Awl.
B=P
C=Q
TERM = (B**2-4. *A*O)
IF (TERM) 11,21,21
11 C14PXR=-B/
 
(2. *A)
CMPXI=SQRT (-TERM) / (A*2. )
PRINT300,CMPXR,CMPX1
GO TO 31
21 REAL1= (-B+SORT' (TERM)) / (2 . *A)
REAL2= (-B-SORT (TERM)) / (2. *A)
31 A=BO
B= Bl
C-B2
TERM = (B**2-4. *A*C)
IF (TERM) 77,78,78
77 COPXR=-B/(2.*A)
COPX1=SORT (-TERM) / (A*2. )
PRINT3001COPXR,COPX1
GO TO 51.
78 REAL3•(-B+SOR'r(TERM))/(2. *A)
REAL4= (-B-SORT (TERM)) /'(2. *A)
REAL (1) =REAL1 * 29.9 8
REAL(2)=REAL2+29.98
REAL(3) =REAL3*29.98
REAL(4)=REAL4*29.98
DO 79 = I=1,4
x=4-1
DO 79 J=1,K
IF'(REAL(J)-REAL(J+1)) 79,79,81
81 TEMP=REAL W
REAL (J) =REAL (J+1)
REAL (J+1) =TEMP
79 CONTINUE
PUMP I=REAL (4) - REAL (2 )
PUMP2=REAL(3)-REAL(1)
SIG=REAL(3)-REAL(2)
RESA=REAL (4) -REAL (3)
RESB=REAL (2) -REAL (1)
RESC=REAL (4) -REAL (1)
PRINT6OO,FIELD,RESA,RESB,RE5C,SIG,PUMPI1PUMP2
FIELD=FIELD-0.5
IF (FIELD) 51, 51, 67
41 STOP
8.APPENDIX lx. Ruble Crystal Structure
Figure 15 shows the crystal structure of rutile and the two non-
equivalent magnetic complexes at P and P'.
Rutile belongs to the space group Doh , i.e., the crystal has a
main four-fold symmetry axis, Labeled the a-axis, 2 two-fold symmetry
axes perpendicular to the c-axis, Labeled a-axes and a reflection
plane perpendicular to the c-axis.
The Cr+3
 and Ti+4
 ion at k is surrounded by six oxygen ions
lcwel.ed A through F in
ion P is labeled x, y,
oxygen ions. However,
Labeled x', y', and z'
primed coordinate systl
equivalent ion sites.
Figure 15. The magnetic coordinate system for
and z. Ion P' is likewise surrounded by six
the magnetic coordinate system for ion P',
is rotated 90 0 about the z-axis from the un-
sm. Thus, there are two magnetically non-
When viewed in either a-c plane k45° from the y or y' axis), the
two x.on sites appear as mirror images With identical magnetic proper-
ties. Maser operation with the magnetic field in either a-c plane is
known as double ion site operation for this reason.
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